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From:
Sent: Friday, 7 June 2019 9:59 PM
To: taxiinquiry
Subject: Taxi/Hire car inquiry.

Dear sir/madam.  
My name is Steve G. I am 60 years old, and out of those sixty years I spent 39 years in the taxi ,and hire car 
industry. Was a taxi licences, holder, +   also a vha driver and operator.  
I don't think,there are words to describe as to what has happened here. I my self, am one of the many 
victims ,because of the labor government industry reforms.my whole world.has turned upside down. 
The labor government, has taken my licenses, my income, my job, my human right, as well as my 
health.absolutely devastated, mentally,financially,and psychologically.  
Always keep asking the question, how can our government,commit such a destructive,provocative,and 
horrendous act. 
By forcibly taking assets from their own hard working ,law abiding,tax paying citizens,which have 
sacrificed so much to this country. Believing In all their rules and regulations of the industry,which were 
imposed by our own government,and suddenly with out any thought or research thrown out the window.we 
.believing in the system and laws of this country,believing in democracy of this country, and the strong 
human rights of this country, and also,in the fair go culture of this country. Only to find out,it was 
lies.leaving a whole industry ruined,and in complete misery,and devastation. Along with miriads of other 
problems. 
Sadly,politicians chose to solve a problem that offered them personal advantages,acting, directly,and 
forcibly, with no regard,or clear knowledge of the catastrophic consequences of an entire industry. Also 
failed to know,how to find a proper solution for it. It is quite evident, they couldn't care less with the side 
effects of the decisions they made. Only to find out later the decisions they chose,have created new 
problems. Which we have seen and experienced the devastating results. 
Our world has become,a world of destruction and nightmares. Is this the kind of world Australians deserve 
to live in?  

Yours sincerely. Steve, G. 

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy smartphone. 
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